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We calculate the single transverse spin asymmetry ANðtÞ, for inclusive neutron production in pp
collisions at forward rapidities relative to the polarized proton in the energy range of RHIC. Absorptive

corrections to the pion pole generate a relative phase between the spin-flip and nonflip amplitudes, leading

to a transverse spin asymmetry which is found to be far too small to explain the magnitude of AN observed

in the PHENIX experiment. A larger contribution, which does not vanish at high energies, comes from the

interference of pion and a1-Reggeon exchanges. The unnatural parity of a1 guarantees a substantial phase
shift, although the magnitude is strongly suppressed by the smallness of diffractive !p ! a1p cross

section. We replace the Regge a1 pole by the Regge cut corresponding to the !" exchange in the 1þ S
state. The production of such a state, which we treat as an effective pole a, forms a narrow peak in the 3!
invariant mass distribution in diffractive !p interactions. The cross section is large, so one can assume

that this state saturates the spectral function of the axial current and we can determine its coupling to

nucleons via the partially conserved axial-vector-current constraint Goldberger-Treiman relation and the

second Weinberg sum rule. The numerical results of the parameter-free calculation of AN are in excellent

agreement with the PHENIX data.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.114012 PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 11.80.Cr, 11.80.Gw, 13.88.+e

I. INTRODUCTION

The single transverse spin asymmetry of neutrons was
measured recently by the PHENIX experiment at RHIC [1]
in pp collisions at energies

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 62, 200 and 500 GeV.
The measurements were performed with a transversely
polarized proton beam and the neutron was detected at
very forward and backward rapidities relative to the polar-
ized beam. Preliminary results are depicted in Fig. 1. An
appreciable single transverse spin asymmetry was found in
events with large fractional neutron momenta z. The data
agree with a linear dependence on the neutron transverse
momentum qT , and different energy match well, what
indicates at an energy independent ANðqTÞ.

Usually polarization data are more sensitive to the
mechanisms of reactions than the cross section. Below
we demonstrate that the large magnitude of the single
transverse spin asymmetry of forward neutrons discovered
in [1], reveals a new important mechanism of neutron
production ignored in all previous studies of the reaction
cross section.

At the same time, neutrons produced with xF < 0 show a
small asymmetry, consistent with zero. This fact is ex-
plained by the so called Abarbanel-Gross theorem [2]
which predicts zero transverse spin asymmetry for
particles produced in the fragmentation region of an un-
polarized beam. This statement was proven within the
Regge pole model illustrated in Fig. 2. The amplitude
of the reaction p " þ p ! X þ n squared, Fig. 2(a), is
related by the optical theorem with the triple-Regge graph

in Fig. 2(b). According to Regge factorization the proton

spin can correlates only with the vector product, [ ~k % ~k0],
of the proton momenta in the two conjugated amplitudes,
as is shown in Fig. 2(b). According to the optical theorem

these momenta are equal, ~k ¼ ~k0, so no transverse spin
correlation is possible. Regge cuts shown in Fig. 2(c)
breakdown this statement, but the magnitude of the gained
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FIG. 1 (color online). Single transverse spin asymmetry AN in
the reaction pp ! nX, measured at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 62, 200, 500 GeV [1]
(preliminary data). The asterisks show the result of our calcu-
lation, Eq. (40), which was done point by point, since each
experimental point has a specific value of z (see Table I).
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Fig. 1. L90% distribution in Arm1 for the events with the reconstructed energy 
between 1.1 and 1.2 TeV. The black points represent the experimental data with 
statistical error bars. The red and blue colored lines correspond to the template dis-
tributions obtained from the MC simulation for photons and hadrons, respectively. 
The black line represents the total of the template distributions. These distributions 
were normalized by the results of the template fitting. (For interpretation of the 
colors in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

the PID estimator, L90%, defined as the longitudinal depth, in 
units of radiation length (X0), at which the integral of the 
energy deposition in a calorimeter reached 90% of the total. 
As a criterion of the selection of the photon component, we 
set an energy-dependent criterion L90%,thr , which defines the 
L90% value to maintain a 90% efficiency of photon selection in 
the MC simulations. Fig. 1 presents the L90% distribution of 
Arm1-Region A for the reconstructed energy range between 1.1 
and 1.2 TeV. The red and blue lines in Fig. 1, obtained from the 
MC simulation dataset of QGSJET II-04, indicate the template 
distributions for the pure photon and pure hadron samples, 
respectively. These distributions were produced with normal-
ization obtained from the template-fit result. According to the 
template-fit results, the hadron contamination, typically 10%, 
can be estimated as a function of energy and it is corrected 
together with the 90% efficiency in the analysis.

• Multi-hit correction
Because the mis-reconstruction of multi-hit events as single-
hit events makes the measured spectra more complex, multi-
hit events were rejected from the analysis. In order to iden-
tify multi-hit events, a lateral shower profile measured by the 
position-sensitive layers was fitted by an empirical function. 
The difference in the goodness-of-fit between the single and 
double peak assumptions, the distance between two peaks, 
and the ratio between two peak heights were used to iden-
tify multi-hit events. These criteria were adjusted to achieve a 
high efficiency of multi-hit detection while maintaining a rea-
sonably low incidence of single-hit-event mis-reconstructions 
as multi-hit events.
The consistency of the multi-hit identification efficiencies ex-
hibited by the data and MC simulation was tested using ‘ar-
tificial’ multi-hit event sets. These artificial multi-hit events 
were created by merging two independent single-hit events. 
The combinations of single-hit events were selected to repre-
sent the distributions of photon-pair energies and hit-position 
distances in the true multi-hit events of QGSJET II-04. The 
same procedure was performed for the MC simulation also. 
The multi-hit detection efficiency exceeds 85% across the full 
energy range and reaches nearly 100% above 2 TeV, while in-
consistencies between the data and MC are less than approx-

imately 5% and 10% for Arm1 and Arm2, respectively. In the 
high-energy range, most of the multi-hit events are caused by 
photon pairs from π0 decay. In these events, the separation 
between photons is kinematically limited above 5.8 mm. This 
makes the identification of multi-hits simpler.
About 4% of the total triggered events were identified as multi-
hit events. Two corrections were applied to the measured 
cross-section:
1. ‘Multi-hit performance’ correction:

The contamination of multi-hit events misidentified as 
single-hits and the loss of single-hit events misidentified 
as multi-hits are corrected with an energy-dependent fac-
tor based on the MC dataset of QGSJET II-04. This correction 
factor depends mostly on the detector performance, while 
it depends weakly on the model chosen to generate the 
dataset.

2. ‘Multi-hit cut’ correction:
As the single-photon cross-section is measured by the de-
tector, another correction factor based on the same MC 
dataset was applied to correct for the multi-hit cut and re-
cover the inclusive production cross-section. This correction 
factor ranged within ± 50%, which was the largest contribu-
tion among the corrections and was strongly dependent on 
the choice of event-generation model in the MC simulation. 
This is because the multi-hit rate is related to the cross-
section of high-energy π0 production, as discussed above.

Both multi-hit corrections were performed inside the unfold-
ing algorithm, which is described below.

• Unfolding:
We corrected for detector biases (as energy resolution and 
multi-hit effects) in the obtained cross-section by perform-
ing an unfolding technique based on the iterative Bayesian 
method [25] provided by the RooUnfold package [26 ]. The MC 
simulation dataset with 108 inelastic collisions generated by 
the QGSJET II-04 model was used as a training sample.

• Decay correction:
The photons detected by the LHCf experiment mainly come 
from the decay of short-lifetime particles such as π0 and η
mesons, which decay near the interaction point. Particles with 
a longer lifetime (such as K 0, K ± and #) can decay along the 
beam pipe between the interaction point and detector and can 
contribute to the photon yield. In order to remove the con-
tribution of long-lifetime particles, an energy-dependent cor-
rection was estimated with MC simulations by comparing the 
photon production cross-section at the interaction point with 
that after transportation along the beam pipe to the detector 
(i.e. after step ‘2’ described in Sec. 3). The correction reaches a 
maximum of about 15% in the lowest-energy bin and becomes 
less than 1% above 2 TeV.

5. Systematic uncertainties

We considered the following contributions as systematic uncer-
tainties of the measured production cross-section. Fig. 2 shows the 
estimated systematic uncertainties for each detector and each re-
gion as a function of photon energy.

5.1. Energy scale

Energy scale errors are attributable to a) the absolute gain cal-
ibration of each sampling layer, b) uniformity, c) relative gain cali-
bration of the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) used for the readout of 
scintillator lights, and d) the Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migdal (LPM) 
effect [27 ,28]. The first two contributions were studied in beam 
tests and are described in Ref. [17 ]. The third source of errors is re-
lated to the differences in the high-voltage configurations of PMTs 

PID

Shower depth parameter

Photon event Neutron event

(Adriani et al., PLB, 2018)Invariant mass of photon pair
Peak @ 135MeV from !0 decay events

V. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

A. π0 event reconstruction and selection

The standard reconstruction algorithms consist of four
steps: hit position reconstruction, energy reconstruction,
particle identification, and π0 event selection.

1. Position reconstruction

Hit position reconstruction starts with a search for
multihit and single-hit events. A multihit event is defined
to have more than one photon registered in a single
calorimeter. A single-hit event is defined to have a single
hit in each of the two calorimeters in a given detector, Arm1
or Arm2.
Therefore, multihit event candidates should have two or

more distinct peaks in the lateral-shower-impact distribu-
tion of a given calorimeter and are then identified using the
TSpectrum algorithm [42] implemented in ROOT [43].
TSpectrum provided the basic functionality for peak find-
ing in a spectrum with a continuous background and
statistical fluctuations.
The MC simulation estimated efficiencies for identifying

multihit events are larger than 70% and 90% for Arm1 and
Arm2, respectively [25]. Given the list of shower peak
position candidates that have been obtained above, the
lateral distributions are fit to a Lorenzian function [44] to
obtain more precise estimates of the shower peak positions,
heights, and widths. In the case of multihit events, two
peaks are fit using superimposed Lorenzian functions.
Multihit events with three or more peaks are rejected from
the analysis. Conversely, single-hit events, not having two
or more identifiable peaks in a single calorimeter but
having a single hit in each calorimeter are correctly selected
with an efficiency better than 98% for true single-photon
events with energy greater than 100 GeV for both Arm1
and Arm2.

2. Energy reconstruction

The photon energy is reconstructed using the measured
energy deposited in the LHCf calorimeters. The charge
information in each scintillation layer is first converted to a
deposited energy by using the calibration coefficients
obtained from the electron test beam data taken at the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) below 200 GeV [26]. The
sum of the energy deposited in the 2nd to 13th scintillation
layers is then converted to the primary photon energy using
an empirical function. The coefficients of the function are
determined from the response of the calorimeters to single
photons using MC simulations. Corrections for shower
leakage effects and the light-yield collection efficiency of
the scintillation layers are carried out during the energy
reconstruction process [20]. In the case of multihit events,
the reconstructed energy based on the measured energy
deposited is split into two energies, primary and secondary.
Fractions of the energy for the primary and secondary hits

are determined according to the peak height and width of
the corresponding distinct peaks in the lateral-shower-
impact distribution.

3. Particle identification

Particle identification (PID) is applied in order to
efficiently select pure electromagnetic showers and to
reduce hadron (predominantly neutron) contamination.
PID in the study of this paper depends only on the
parameter L90%. L90% is defined as the longitudinal dis-
tance, in units of radiation length (X0), measured from the
first tungsten layer of the calorimeter to the position where
the energy deposition integral reaches 90% of the total
shower energy deposition. Events with an electromagnetic
shower generally have a L90% value smaller than 20 X0,
while events with a hadronic shower generally have L90%

larger than 20 X0. The threshold L90% value as a function of
the photon energy is defined in order to keep the π0

selection efficiency at 90% over the entire energy range of
the individual photons. PID criteria are determined by MC
simulations for each calorimeter.

4. π0 event selection

The π0 are then identified by their decay into two
photons, leading to the distinct peak in the invariant mass
distribution around the π0 rest mass. The invariant mass of
the two photons is calculated using the reconstructed
photon energies and incident positions. The π0 events used
in the analysis of this paper are classified into two
categories: Type-I π0 and Type-II π0 events. AType-I event
is defined as having a single photon in each of the two
calorimeters of Arm1 or Arm2 (the left panel of Fig. 1). A
Type-II event is defined as having two photons in the same
calorimeter (the right panel of Fig. 1). Note that Type-II
events were not used in the previous analyses [18,19] and
thus are taken into account for the first time in this paper.
As detailed in Sec. V B, the phase spaces covered by Type-I
and Type-II events are complementary. In particular, the
inclusion of Type-II events extends the pT upper limit for
analysis from 0.6 GeV in the previous analyses to 1.0 GeV.

FIG. 1. Observation of π0 decay by a LHCf detector. Left:
Type-I π0 event having one photon entering each calorimeter.
Right: Type-II π0 event having two photons entering one
calorimeter, here entering the small calorimeter.

MEASUREMENTS OF LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 94, 032007 (2016)
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C. Background subtraction

Background contamination of two-photon !0 events by
hadron events and the accidental coincidence of two pho-
tons not coming from the decay of a single !0 are sub-
tracted using the so-called ‘‘sideband’’ method.

Figure 4 shows an example of the reconstructed two-
photon invariant mass distribution of the experimental data
of Arm1 in the rapidity range from 9.0 to 9.2. The energy
scale correction discussed in the previous section has been
applied. The sharp peak around 135 MeV is due to !0

events. The solid curve represents the best fit of a compos-
ite physics model to the invariant mass distribution of the
data. The model consists of an asymmetric Gaussian dis-
tribution (also known as a bifurcated Gaussian distribution)
for the signal component and a third-order Chebyshev
polynomial function for the background component. The
dashed curve indicates the background component.

Using the expected mean (m̂) and 1" deviations ("l for
lower side and "u for upper side) of the signal component,
the signal window is defined as the invariant mass region
within the two solid arrows shown in Fig. 4, where the
lower and upper limits are given by m̂! 3"l and m̂þ 3"u,
respectively. The background window is constructed
from the two sideband regions, ½m̂! 6"l; m̂! 3"l$ and
½m̂þ 3"u; m̂þ 6"u$, that are defined as the invariant mass
regions within the dashed arrows in Fig. 4.

The rapidity and pT distributions of the signal
[fðy; pTÞSig ] are then obtained by subtracting the back-
ground distribution [fðy; pTÞBG], estimated by the back-
ground window, from the signal-rich distribution
[fðy; pTÞSigþBG] selected from the signal window. The
fraction of the background component included in the

signal window can be estimated using the likelihood func-
tion [LBGðy; pT; m##Þ] characterized by the best-fit third-
order Chebyshev polynomial function. For simplicity,
LBGðy; pT; m##Þ is shortened as LBG in the following
text. Thus the signal distribution with background sub-
tracted is given by

fðy;pTÞSig ¼ fðy;pTÞSigþBG!Rðy;pT;m̂;"l;"uÞfðy;pTÞBG;
(4)

where Rðy; pT; m̂;"l;"uÞ is the normalization for the back-
ground distribution and written as

Rðy;pT;m̂;"l;"uÞ ¼
Rm̂þ3"u
m̂!3"l

LBGdm##Rm̂!3"l
m̂!6"l

LBGdm##þ
Rm̂þ6"u
m̂þ3"u

LBGdm##

:

(5)

D. Unfolding of spectra

The raw rapidity–pT distributions must be corrected for
unavoidable reconstruction inefficiency and for the smear-
ing caused by finite position and energy resolutions. An
iterative Bayesian method [39,40] is used to simulta-
neously correct for both effects. The advantages of an
iterative Bayesian method with respect to other unfolding
algorithms are discussed in another report [39]. The un-
folding procedure for the data is organized as follows.
First, the response of the LHCf detectors to single !0

events is simulated by toy MC calculations. In the toy MC
simulations, two photons from the decay of !0s and low
energy background particles such as those originating in a
prompt photon event or a beam pipe interaction are traced
through the detector and then reconstructed with the event
reconstruction algorithm introduced above. Note that the
single !0 kinematics that are simulated within the allowed
phase space are independent of the particular interaction
model that is being used. The background particles are
simulated by a hadronic interaction model, which is dis-
cussed later, since the amount of background particles is
not directly measured by the LHCf detector.
The detector response to !0 events depends on rapidity

and pT, since the performance of the particle identification
algorithm and the selection efficiency of events with a
single-photon hit in both calorimeters depend upon the
energy and the incident position of a particle. The recon-
structed rapidity—pT distributions for given true rapidity—
pT distributions then lead to the calculation of the response
function. Then the reconstructed rapidity and pT spectra
are corrected with the response function that is equivalent
to the likelihood function in Bayes’s theorem. The correc-
tions are carried out iteratively whereby the starting point
of the current iteration is the ending point of the previous
iteration. Statistical uncertainty is also propagated from
the first iteration to the last. Iteration is stopped at or
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FIG. 4 (color online). Reconstructed invariant mass distribu-
tion within the rapidity range from 9.0 to 9.2. Solid curve shows
the best-fit composite physics model to the invariant mass
distribution. Dashed curve indicates the background component.
Solid and dashed curves indicate the signal and background
windows, respectively.
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π0 kinematics 
• π0 peak with ∼10 MeV/c2 width 

• 3σ region selected as π0 candidates 
• pT < 1.0 GeV/c
• 0.2 < xF < 1.0 
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7 Possible sPHENIX Run Plan 13

Table 1: Possible five-year run plan for sPHENIX. The recorded luminosity (Rec. L) and first
sampled luminosity (Samp. L) values are for collisions with z-vertex |z| < 10 cm. The final
column shows the sampled luminosity for all z-vertex values, relevant for calorimeter only
measurements.

Year Species Energy [GeV] Wks Rec. L Samp. L Samp. L (all-z)

Year-1 Au+Au 200 16.0 7 nb�1 8.7 nb�1 34 nb�1

Year-2
p+p 200 11.5 — 48 pb�1 267 pb�1

p+Au 200 11.5 — 0.33 pb�1 1.46 pb�1

Year-3 Au+Au 200 23.5 14 nb�1 26 nb�1 88 nb�1

Year-4 p+p 200 23.5 — 149 pb�1 783 pb�1

Year-5 Au+Au 200 23.5 14 nb�1 48 nb�1 92 nb�1

2023

2024
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Polarized proton

upolarized proton

neutron
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RHICf vs FoCAL Performance

RHICf FoCAL Prototype

Acceptance 4cm x 4cm + 2cm x 2cm 8cm x 9cm x 2 units

Radiation Length 44X0 20X0

Interaction Length 1.6 λint ~0.8λint ?

Position Layer Resolution 100µm ~10µm?

Energy Resolution <3% 3.6%

Position Detector GSO-bar MAPS(Under development)
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High&EM&trigger&

OR&dE&>&500&MeV&

1. FoCal-E design 3

→ W(3.5 mm ≈ 1X0, RM ≈ 1cm) + silicon sensors 

Two types: Pads (LG) and Pixels (HG)

• Pad layers provide energy and shower profile 
• Pixel layers provide position resolution to resolve 

shower overlaps

• Main goals: Separate γ/π0 at high energy 
• Two photon separation from π0 decay (pT =10 GeV, η=4.5) 

~5 mm

• Needs small Molière radius and high granularity readout

1) Wide dynamic rage (from 1 MIP to 2 TeV EM showers) 
➡ use readout ASIC w/ TOT (HGCROC), see F. Rarbi’s talk 

2) Energy resolution < 5% at high energy 
➡ Design compact EMCal 

3) Longitudinal shower profile for better photon ID 
➡readout each longitudinal layers separately

Requirements
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FEW DEFINITIONS

3

Beam 
line 
direction

11 modules

01/14/2020 FOCAL meeting

Module:
Composed of 18 pad-layers + 2 MAPS layer 

Pad layers: 
Composed of 5 pads sensors + associated FEE-PCB

1 FEE-PCB linked to readout PCB (Aggregator board)
Si-pad:

Built up from silicon pad sensors with a granularity of 1 x 1 cm2

Sensitive area of 9 x 8 cm2 for each sensor: total of 72 pixels

ALICE-FoCal��
���	���
RHICf-II������������
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2017年実験@RHIC-STAR
• スケジュール
• 6/23 偏極陽子衝突の調整、検出器の最終位
置への設置、検出器の調整
• 6/24-6/27 物理データ収集

• 27.7時間、110Mイベント

• ３つの異なる検出器位置での測定

Beam pipe size

10cm

RHICf acceptance

Full installation only two units is necessary

2017年実験@RHIC-STAR
• スケジュール

• 6/23 偏極陽子衝突の調整、検出器の最終位
置への設置、検出器の調整

• 6/24-6/27 物理データ収集
• 27.7時間、110Mイベント

• ３つの異なる検出器位置での測定

→ Series of dedicated position measurement becomes one shot measurement! 



p0 Asymmetry Preliminary Results

AN of very forward π0

• Large asymmetry (up to 0.1) even at low pT (pT < 0.6 GeV/c)
• Production mechanism? 

• Becoming larger (more than 0.1) at high pT (0.6 GeV/c < pT)
• Contribution from hard scattering? 

August 29, 2018 13

Background asymmetry (measured, 
zero consistent) subtracted 

Data analysis has been performed 
by Minho Kim (Korea Univ.) who will 
present the results in the Spin 2018 
symposium 2 weeks later 

Bar: statistical error 
Box: systematic uncertainties 
including beam center correction, 
acceptance correction, polarization, 
and background asymmetry 
subtraction 
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Phys. Rev. D 90, 012006

uncertainties the asymmetries in the backward direction
xF < 0 are found to be consistent with zero, whereas in the
forward direction AN rises almost linearly with xF . The
asymmetries are of similar size compared to earlier results
at different center-of-mass energies as shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 9 presents AN , as a function of transverse

momentum pT for values of jxFj > 0.4 where AN is largest
in forward kinematics (compare Fig. 8). The asymmetry
rises smoothly and then seems to saturate above
pT > 3 GeV=c. A significant decrease of the asymmetry
as expected from higher twist calculations is not observed
[23]. Again, negative xF asymmetries are found to be
consistent with zero within statistical uncertainties.
Figure 10 shows AN as a function of pT for different

ranges of xF . These ranges are chosen to match that of an
earlier measurement of π0 asymmetries from the STAR
experiment [11]. The two measurements in general display
a good agreement. At large xF and high pT there is perhaps
a hint that the inclusive cluster asymmetries are smaller, but
with present statistics the difference is not yet significant.
We note that the STARmeasurement is for identified π0 and
the PHENIX measurement is for clusters with a mixed
composition. As mentioned previously, these clusters are
dominantly from π0’s, but also include contributions from

the decays of η and other neutral mesons, as well as a
contribution from direct photons which is increasing with
xF and pT .

D. Aπ0;η
N at

ffiffi
s

p
¼ 200 GeV and small xF

The data selection and asymmetry analysis in the
midrapidity spectrometer closely follows the procedure
of previous analyses [17]. The data set includes 6.9 ×
108 events triggered by the high pT photon trigger. Photon
clusters are selected using photonic shower shape cuts in
the electromagnetic calorimeter, the time of flight between
the collision point and the calorimeter, a minimum depos-
ited energy of 200 MeV, and a charged particle veto from
tracking in front of the calorimeter. Cluster pairs are then
chosen with an energy asymmetry [Eq. (4)] of less than 0.8
(0.7) for π0 (η) identification, and by requiring that the
photon with the higher energy fired the trigger.
The yields are taken as the number of cluster pairs in a

"25 MeV=c2 window around the mean of the π0 peak in
the invariant mass distribution ("70 MeV=c2 around the
mean of the η mass). The width of the π0 peak decreases
from 12 to 9 MeV=c2 as pT increases from 1 to 12 GeV=c
(35 to 25 MeV=c2 for the η). The background fractions in
the signal windows depend on pT and range from 29% to

0
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FIG. 10 (color online). Comparison of AN of electromagnetic clusters and π0 mesons [11] at
ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 200 GeV as a function of pT in

different ranges of xF . Appendix Table VIII gives the data in plain text. An additional uncertainty from the beam polarization (see
Table I) is not included.

A. ADARE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 90, 012006 (2014)
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Backup
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Initial State Effect Final State Effect
Sivers Mechanism Collins Mechanism
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LHC forward (LHCf) Experiment

32

LHC ATLAS
140m downstream from IPLHCf detector

Charged particles (+)
Beam

Charged particles (-)

Neutral 
particles

Beam pipe
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